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If you have an Xbox One X or Xbox One S in the last generation of consoles, you probably know how great an Xbox Game Pass is – but if you're just joining the Green Team for Xbox Series S and Xbox Series X, let's be the first to say it's probably the best way to start your game collection from the new console. Xbox Game Pass is a
download-free service that offers more than 100 games that you can download at any time and is yours as long as you subscribe to the service, if the ease and convenience of Netflix has come together with the video game rental store you remember as a child. Read our detailed reviews: Xbox Series S | Buy an Xbox Series XXbox Series
S? Buy this, tooXbox Game Pass and Xbox Series S are the perfect match for each other... Okay, it's almost perfect. The only problem with the combination, because only available storage has 365GB, the Xbox Series SSD fills quickly. To give yourself extra space for more games, we recommend getting some expandable storage, such
as this memory card from Seagate. On it, you'll find classic gems from the original Xbox and Xbox 360 era and the day brand new first-party Xbox games like Gears 5 and Halo Infinite were released. If that's not enough to choose from, Microsoft and EA now offer the entire EA Play catalog of service games - games like UFC 3, Dragon
Age: Inquisition, FIFA 20 and more - at no extra cost. However, no matter how large the service, it can be a bit overwhelming for first-time users. The way the service is organized is not very convenient to find the best games, or even the most popular games. More or less is just a mish-mash games thrown along with all the latest additions
to the top. So, instead of forcing you to dig into the catalog yourself, we have prepared a list of the best games that need to be downloaded from the service. In this way, if you have installed the service or have not yet subscribed, you know what to look for in what you will get if you decide to perform all of Microsoft's large subscription
service, which you can download large.1. Alien Isolation (Image credit: SEGA)There are a lot of places you can start on this list, but a few Aliens are better: Isolation, Creative Montage and SEGA is a survival-horror game tasked with the survival of a alien invasion ship. If there have always been admonishings for characters in horror
movies, if this error has been easily avoided, here's your chance to prove that you're going to make a better first mate.2. ARK: Survival Evolved (Image credit: Studio Wildcard)ARK Survival Evolved Minecraft meets Jurassic Park - even on paper it sounds great. It's basically an action-adventure survival game that puts you on an island
with nothing in hand, and missions to set up a basecamp. From there, you need to go out and catch the local fauna - everything straight-up dinosaurs and prehisto history mammals - and give birth to them. The only problem? They're all open-world mmo, and other players need to deal with it as well.3. Batman: Arkham Knight (Image
credit: WB Games)May be waiting a while for the next Batman movie with Robert Pattinson, but if you need your fix of the crusader with the lid before that, take a look at Batman: Arkham Knight Xbox Game Pass. The final entry in Rocksteady's Batman trining also works as a major independent title to stop batman's entire gallery of
bandits from taking over Gotham, which is supposed to be the longest night of his career. 4. Doom Eternal (Image credit: id Software)Having Doom Eternal on Xbox Game Pass just proves just how great value the service really is. This game came out in March 2020, and in October, it was already in service. Not only is this a recently
released game cool, but Doom Eternal is actually one of the better shooters released this year. Fast-paced and crazy, you against the armies of hell with a lot of armor and artillery. If you get into the idea of going full tilt against an army of demons, it's a great.5. Dragon Age: Inquisition (Image credit: EA)Thanks to the recent partnership
between EA and Microsoft, players can now get EA Play games at no extra cost as part of their xbox game pass subscription. While EA Play brings a ton of big new games to download, the rest is an ambitious open world RPG, Dragon Age: Inquisition, which stands on. It was our game of the year when it was released in 2014 and still
remains one of the best games of the last generation. If you have missed it before, now is a good time as any time to give it any chance. (Image credit: Bethesda) Unfortunately you won't find the fantasy epic The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim spreading on Xbox Game Pass Bethesda's, but you'll find the next best thing - Elder Scrolls Online. An
MMO set in the world of Tamriel, The Elder Scrolls Online lets you choose from three factions aligned to their geographic location around the world. In your faction, you will create guilds to fight against each other and search far away corners of Bethesda's sprawly gaming world at no monthly cost. 7. Forza Horizon 4 (Image credit:
Microsoft Studios)Forza has always been involved in Xbox bread and butter time racing games, but Forza Horizon 4 really transcends genre with wide open English countryside setting and changing how you change hands with car racing. While this game is great as a solo experience, it is even better when you have friends playing as well
as you will then see their drivatars appear in the races alongside you. 8. Gears 5 (Image credit: The Coalition)One of the best parts of xbox game pass is getting newly released first-party games, such as Gears 5, for free at launch. Not only does this game have a fantastic single player story following the events of Gears of War 4, but
there is a ton of great multiplayer modes also available as part of the package. 9. Gears Tactics (Image credit: Microsoft)Gears Tactics spins the traditional third-person shooter series on its head with a bird's-eye view of the battlefield. Tactics still have Gears leading against the Locust invasion, but this time there is an all-turn-based fight
with expert soldiers taking on various roles such as a sniper, melee unit or sanitary. Missions often follow a similar formula that can drag a little towards the end of the game, but otherwise Gears Tactics is a fun way to dive into franchise lore without wasting hours looking down on a lancer landscapes.9. Halo: The Master Chief Collection
(Image credit: 343 Industries)Gears 5 and Ori top billed as the best Xbox One exclusive games in Xbox Game Pass, Halo: The Master Chief Collection, while the Master Chief Collection comes in a very close third place. In case you haven't heard, it's basically the discography of the Halo universe, filled with Halo: Combat Evolved
Anniversary, and the Halo 2, Halo 3 and Halo 4 anniversary edition. The collection includes all these games and all multiplayer maps. This is actually the best thing that's ever happened to any Halo fan. 10. Kingdom Hearts 3 (Image credit: Square Enix)This took years to finally release, but Kingdom Hearts 3 was worth the wait. The story
is a bit slow and a bit curtly for newcomers to the series, but once we'll find a fascinating and action-packed adventure called almost indistinguishable from the films depicted by disney magical familiarity with the fantastical nature of the final fantasy. Yes, it's that good.11. Mass Effect 2 (Image credit: EA/Bioware)Yes, Mass Effect 2 was
released ten years ago, but that doesn't just stop it from being the best game in the series, but it's one of the best games of the last decade. Branching story paths, cute characters allow you to customize the way character works in battle and you will spend a lot of time trying to seduce the mechanics of the RPG quite deeply, mass effect
levels work in a series. This mass effect may not polish graphics anything like Andromeda, but with a better plot and more to explore, it is well worth the space on the hard drive.12. Monster Hunter World (Image credit: Capcom)Once a very niche franchise in the west, Monster Hunter finally received comeuppance with the critically
acclaimed Monster Hunter World. This RPG franchise about hunting monsters sounds a bit childish, but fast, crazy game and gear grinding make it for the highly satisfying game that can either be undertaken alone or friends can be shared with the company. Either way, you can't go wrong. 13. Ori and Wisps Will (Image credit: Microsoft
Game Studios)For years, the Ori and The Blind Forest Xbox One was one of our favorite Metroidvania 2D dungeon crawlers - it's heartfelt, beautiful and challenging and the world just leaked out And intrigue. Years later, Moon Studios and Microsoft Ori and Will wisps released a sequel that adds some new fighting elements, such as a
track system that provides more customization of Ori capabilities, and big boss battles that make it more memorable and break puzzle solving. 14. Outer Wilds (Image credit: Microsoft)What if it was just 22 minutes to live? What can you learn during this time, and if given another 22 minutes, what would you do then? To test this
philosophical dilemma action-adventure-exploration game Outer Wilds, you are put on missions with learning as much about the pint-sized universe as possible in 22 minutes. At this point, the sun will go to the supernova and you will have to start all over again – this time a little smarter and more experienced than before.15. Outer Worlds
(Image credit: Obsidian Entertainment)The Outer Worlds from developers Obsidian Entertainment takes everything you love about the Fallout series – humor, writing and arsenal – and brings it to a wider universe. Below is a bizarre, satirically rich RPG that injects a lot of fun into the classic Fallout formula we love. 16. Overcooked 2
(Image credit: Team17 Digital Limited,)If you need a pinch fun multiplayer game, take Xbox Game Pass Overcooked 2. Saddle up with other players to try this cooperative cooking game and run an efficient restaurant kitchen, fulfill orders as they come down from customers. This sounds easy, but kitchen pieces are worth the irritation of
any and all you can experience, albeit trickery and all stupidity - whether it's random time to move or malfunction. 17. Rage 2 (Image credit: Avalanche)Rage was not the most liked game when it was released in 2219, but it was still just a loose 2011 original connected fun (and fast) first-person shooter. What you can imagine is a Mad
Max-like experience that pushes you without trash and super mutants as you make your way through wasteland. 18. Rainbow Six: Siege (Image credit: Ubisoft)First-person shooter fans may be bummed for not having call of Duty games on Xbox Game Pass, but between the Battlefield series and Ubisoft's outstanding first-person shooter
Rainbow Six: Siege, there are other options. What Siege likes most is that it's not based on twitching skills, it's on tactical planning. Decisions like where you plant explosives, how you cover corners and when you move between rooms, and decisions that give the game a high skill hat. If you're a fan of a first-person shooter, don't miss it.
(Image credit: Capcom) Resident Evil 7 return to form for the biohazard series - a renaissance of survival-horror for consoles we haven't seen since the fourth game of the Nintendo GameCube back series. Really, it's scary at best, and the haunted home setting is very cheerful You'll never stop marveling. If you have stomach for fear, you
will definitely love it. 20. Sea of Thieves (Image credit: Rare) Nadir's swashbuckling adventure lets you take on the role of a pirate sailing the seas of a fantastic world in the Sea of Thieves - either alone or as part of a team of up to four members. Whether you prefer to focus on trading, treasure hunting or looting other people's loot is up to
you. With this pirate-themed twist, it's a great title for those who enjoy playing with others in an open world environment. 21. Slay Spire (Image credit: Mega Crit Games)For strategy fans, Spire Slay is like Magic: Gathering Spelunky meets. This bandit has such a deck builder changing a deck to work your way to the top of the tower. When
fighting your way to the top of the tower, you have to decide which cards are raised, which iksirs are stocked and which relics you take. As you battlers the mind-bending card, Spire Slay is worth good disk space. 22. Tekken 7 (Image credit: Bandai Namco)While the service has a number of great fighting games, Tekken 7 is easily the
most polished now it has been two years to work on this kinks the most polished bunch. A 3D fighter with a pedigree of 20 years, the Tekken series is making significant strides with the tenth entry in the series, which has added the art of anger and power crushes to the mix, creating closer, more intense matches between players of
different skill levels.23. Tetris Effect: For ConnectedFor time, Tetris was a masterpiece. It was an excellent mix of addictive game mechanics, twist logic and, at the last level, a test of rapid reflexes. But what if Tetris is more than that? What if it could be an emotional, even spiritual journey? It's the Tetris Effect. Combining beautiful
background, evoked music and ever-increasing speeds, the old game is a twist flow to get into a perfect state. The latest version on Xbox Game Pass, Connected, adds a multiplayer co-op mode, so you can also bring your player twice for emotional rollercoaster.24. Viva Pinata (Image credit: Microsoft)If you are tired of warzones,
explosions and fisticuffs, this calm sandbox sim is like a virtual chill pill. This Xbox 360 brings the jewel to the head of the pinata garden, which you'll have in shape in a few hours. Each design decision you make reveals a variety of new pinata creatures that will be inhabitants if certain conditions are fulfilled. The hunt to catch new
creatures is one of a serious addictive game cycle that makes them happy and take them into child, and is well worth living a full decade after being released. 25. Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (Image credit: CD Projekt Red)Some said The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt was the best game of the decade and it was hard not to agree with them. This large
open world RPG can be a little despying due to its overwhelming size and 60+ hours time, but offers incredible value as it will keep even players who have fun for a week or two the most hungry. Two.
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